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Situation Calling a constructor with braces {} syntax is fixing some old issues with C++ constructors: MyClass obj(); // oups, declaring a function MyClass obj2(MyOtherClass()); // oups, declaring a function



versus: MyClass obj{}; MyClass obj2{MyOtherClass()}; // ...or even... MyClass obj3{MyOtherClass{}};



For these reasons, some respected members of C++ community like Herb Sutter, hint to use braces syntax pretty much always. We can expect a lot of programmers to follow the advice. However, initializer_list constructor is greedy: struct MyClass { MyClass(std::initializer_list list); MyClass(bool value); ... MyClass obj{false}; // Calling MyClass(std::initializer_list list)



This could be considered worse than what the syntax is fixing. If you look back again at these cases: MyClass obj(); // oups, declaring a function MyClass obj2(MyOtherClass()); // oups, declaring a function



Such mistakes typically stay on the programmer's own machine. The programmer might spend time investigating something right in front of its eyes, but it should not be submitted in source control. However, if you have this:



struct MyClass { MyClass(bool value); ...



And elsewhere in the code base, or even in a client using the code, there's something like: MyClass obj{false};



And then, much later, someone adds that constructor: MyClass(std::initializer_list);



The result is a regression that can be silent at compile-time. Not only it's breaking code, but not even code submitted by the culprit. What's interesting, is that standard library classes are doing exactly that. But the standard library had an unfair advantage, since the changes were introduced by vendors at the exact same time as the language feature itself. For example, initializer_list constructor could not have been added to std::string if that code could have existed before: std::cout << std::string{4, ' '};



In the future, with their own code bases, programmers won't have the same luxury as the one enjoyed by the standard library, and will face risks introducing such an initializer_list constructor in existing classes. Thus, technical leaders are in a situation where more and more programmers are likely to use the braces initialization {} syntax, and they will probably try to come up with guidelines instead of fighting it. That being said, a guideline such as "only use that syntax if you are 100% sure the class will never ever get a initializer_list constructor or if you are using an initializer_list constructor" sounds a bit... non-agile. If the default language behavior cannot be changed, it would be great to at least have a way to put the guideline on how to add an initializer_list constructor instead. Herb Sutter suggested the guideline of not adding an intializer_list constructor when it can conflict with another constructor. Multiple initializer_list constructors in the standard library are violating this rule. And applying this guideline to a template container pretty much means to not have any constructor taking only common types like integers and booleans, which is unrealistic. So at the moment a guideline about initializer_list constructors must realistically mention how constructors are called as well. The reflex for some programmers facing some previous examples might be to add explicit to the initializer_list constructor, which is doing something else, preventing copy-initialization: struct MyClass { explicit MyClass(std::initializer_list); }; MyClass obj{1}; compiles MyClass obj2 = {1}; // doesn't compile



And it does make sense. What is wanted is not to prevent MyClass to be implicitly created, but instead make the construction from an initializer_list more explicit. All listed solutions in this document will



therefore use explicit/implicit nomenclature. All listed solutions also assume that what is wanted is some way to achieve such behavior, regardless if you have to opt-in for it or if it is the default: MyClass MyClass MyClass MyClass



obj1{value}; // non-initializer_list constructor obj2{{value}}; // initializer_list constructor obj3{value1, value2}; // non-initializer_list constructor obj3{{value1, value2}}; // initializer_list constructor



Solutions Solution #1: Language change to always use additional {} A common proposed solution is to change the language to always have to use additional {} to call initializer_list constructors: struct MyClass { MyClass(bool value); MyClass(std::initializer_list); }; MyClass obj1{false}; // calling MyClass(bool) MyClass obj2{{false}}; // calling MyClass(std::initializer_list)



Such a change in the language could be made in 2 passes, with a first pass as compile-time errors any situation changing behavior. Pros: • • Cons: • •



Would eliminate issue of bugs easily introduced by adding initializer_list constructor. Compilers could warn about breaking change situations. Breaking change. No workaround for some situations where current rules are useful.



Solution #2: explicit argument to always use additional {} A possible solution would be add a new placement for explicit keyword to introduce the new rule: struct MyClass { MyClass(bool value); MyClass(explicit std::initializer_list); }; MyClass obj1{false}; // calling MyClass(bool) MyClass obj2{{false}}; // calling MyClass(std::initializer_list)



Pros:



• •



Provides a safer way to add an initializer_list constructor. Guideline is on how to add an initializer_list constructor, not on when to use {} syntax to call constructors.



Cons: • Programmers must opt in for the safer way. • Adds a new placement for explicit, resulting in possible confusion. • Might make more sense if explicit is supported on more argument types than just std::initializer_list.



Solution #3: std::explicit_list_initializer addition template struct explicit_initializer_list { initializer_list data; constexpr explicit_initializer_list(initializer_list data_) :data(data_) {} };



This is however not working well when competing with other constructors: struct MyClass { MyClass(bool value); MyClass(std::explicit_initializer_list); }; MyClass obj{false}; // calling MyClass(bool) MyClass obj{{false}}; // calling MyClass(bool), doesn't work



Pros: • Simply adding a type. No language change. Cons: • Programmers must opt in for the safer way. • Doesn't work as typical programmer would expect in multiple scenarios.



Solution #4: std::explicit_list_initializer addition with language support struct MyClass { MyClass(bool value); MyClass(std::explicit_initializer_list); }; MyClass obj{false}; // calling MyClass(bool) MyClass obj{{false}}; // calling MyClass(std::explicit_initializer_list)



Pros: • Provides a safer way to add an initializer_list constructor.



•



Guideline is on how to add an initializer_list constructor, not on when to use {} syntax to call constructors. No breaking change.



• Cons: • Programmers must opt in for the safer way. • Language rules for 2 different initializer lists.



Solution #5: std::implicit_list_initializer addition with language support This is a twist of solution #1 and #4, by adding a new type, std::implicit_initializer_list, to have current behavior of std::initializer_list, while the new behavior for std::initializer_list is more explicit. It is introducing a breaking change, but the workaround is very easy, especially for standard library which can switch to implicit_initalizer_list constructors. Pros: • • • •



No need to opt in to the safer behavior. While making a breaking change, the workaround is very easy. Provides better long term value for the language. Standard library initializer_list constructors could be converted to implicit_initializer_list, reducing breaking change effect. Compilers could warn about breaking change situations.



• Cons: • Breaking change. • Language rules for 2 different initializer lists. • Breaking change could result in different constructors being called, resulting in run-time errors, not only compile-time.



Other Ideas Exact Types The problem could be considered to be much more with examples where the behavior would not be expected by the average C++ programmer: struct MyClass { MyClass(std::initializer_list list); MyClass(bool value); ... MyClass obj{false}; // could surprise many programmers



Than something like: struct MyClass { MyClass(std::initializer_list list); MyClass(int value);



... MyClass obj{1};



// less surprising



Therefore it could be considered to have explicit initializer_lists (whatever their syntax) to be forced to be initialized with exact types: struct MyClass { MyClass(bool value); MyClass(explicit std::initializer_list); }; MyClass obj1{false}; // calling MyClass(bool) MyClass obj2{{false}}; // calling MyClass(bool) MyClass obj3{4.5f}; // calling MyClass(std::initializer_list)



It doesn't look convincing and would not behave the same way as raw arrays. But more importantly, it doesn't seem to be what is better translating an explicit intention. The approach doesn't look right with templates as well. Suppose you have the following template container and would like to provide an initializer_list constructor: template  struct MyList { MyList(int capacity); …



Exact types matching doesn't help. If the constructor is already called with braces {}, it will no more call the same constructor. There's one case that even with an explicit initializer_list will be broken, but it's honestly marginal: MyList list{{4}};



Recommendation Solution #2 and #4 look like decent solutions that are opt-in, and just ruling out the explicit initializer_list constructor is the specific context of single braces {}. They would not break existing code. Solution #2 main problem is really to hint that explicit could be supported on more argument types, another debate completely. With solution #4, there's a decision to take if the following is supported: struct MyClass { MyClass(std::initializer_list); MyClass(std::explicit_initializer_list); }; MyClass obj{false};



// compiles?



// calling MyClass(std::initializer_list)



MyClass obj{{false}};



// calling MyClass(std::explicit_initializer_list)



It could be simply that this is not supported to have both explicit and non-explicit initializer_list constructors, a rule that could be more intuitive with solution #2.



References GotW #1 Solution: Variable Initialization – or Is It? http://herbsutter.com/2013/05/09/gotw-1-solution/
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